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In this work we show that machine learning with natural language processing can accurately forecast the
outcomes of group decision-making in online discussions. Specifically, we study Articles for Deletion, a
Wikipedia forum for determining which content should be included on the site. Applying this model, we
replicate several findings from prior work on the factors that predict debate outcomes; we then extend this
prior work and present new avenues for study, particularly in the use of policy citation during discussion.
Alongside these findings, we introduce a structured corpus and source code for analyzing over 400,000 deletion
debates spanning Wikipedia’s history, enabling future large-scale studies of group decision-making discourse.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In group decision-making tasks, members participate in a constrained discussion, where they must
choose from a fixed set of possible outcomes and there is no objective right answer. Participants
debate the merits of the different options; correctness is often a judgment call with persuasive
arguments in favor of more than one outcome [43, 51]. In these tasks, dysfunction leads to poor
performance, with low-quality discussion that fails to effectively fit together information from
different group members [62]. High-performing groups by contrast have consistent characteristics
like shared values, mental models of the problem, and communication styles, resulting in nuanced
patterns of conflict and consensus-building [57]. Group decision-making extends to online settings,
where users in online production communities want to make good choices that will improve
their collaboration over time. They accomplish this through intricate systems of social norms and
cues for resolving disputes [35]. But the details of how these decisions are made can be difficult to
analyze or measure quantitatively. While much of online decision-making happens in free-form text
discussions, quantitative research often ignores the rhetorical and discursive details of this practice,
“observing change from before to after the deliberation without considering what has happened during
the discussion" [58]. Detailed analysis of discourse practices in online decision-making has seen less
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research activity compared to study of easier-to-quantify metadata (like number of posts, social
network degree statistics, or other aggregated measures) [18].
Here, we demonstrate one way that researchers can benefit from metrics of group interactions

that go beyond raw counts. In our recent work [42], we introduced a new model for forecasting
outcomes of online group decision-making discussions. This allows us to produce a task-relevant,
normalized measures of the shift in likely outcomes that can be associated with each observed
contribution in a discussion. We argue that this forecasting model can isolate interesting and
relevant discourse phenomena correlated with debate outcomes, a valuable tool for social scientists
in their analysis of groups. In domains like collaborative learning, this approach has already been
validated for analysis [47, 52] and for development of interventions like automated conversational
agents [1]. Here we show that a similar principle can benefit the broader study of group decision-
making online, analyzing a particular domain with a long history of research: Wikipedia deletion
debates. Alongside publication of this work, we release a public, preprocessed corpus of hundreds
of thousands of debates from Wikipedia, with timestamped votes and comments, and outcomes.
Our work lays the foundation for future research in three ways:

• We show that a forecast model for group decision-making outcomes can differentiate editor
behaviors that are hard to distinguish with more straightforward methods. This greater detail
allows us to learn new things about Wikipedia discussion norms.

• By releasing our corpus of Wikipedia debates, we invite future work on that discourse
community, either extending our research questions or opening new avenues of inquiry.

• By demonstrating our methods in the Wikipedia context, we set the stage for broader contri-
butions to group decision-making research on sites outside Wikipedia and in offline settings.

In the first portion of this paper (section 2), we review the historical context of administrative
tasks that led to Wikipedia’s current decision-making infrastructure. We introduce our corpus in
section 3, giving comprehensive statistics about this domain for the first time since [60] in 2010, and
introduce our method for forecasting group outcomes using machine learning in section 4. Next,
in section 5 we produce a series of results that this forecast model enables, with a special focus
on how policy citation can be analyzed to better understand the dynamics of Wikipedia editorial
discussions. Based on these findings, we take time in section 6 to recommend an agenda for future
work, both within Wikipedia and in group decision-making more broadly.

2 BACKGROUND ONWIKIPEDIA
Countless papers have studied Wikipedia (see Mesgari et al. [45] for a thorough survey), and a
subset have studied editor interactions as a “model organism" for decision-making online1. Though
Wikipedia was first founded in 2001, it took a few years for research interest in the community of
editors to begin in earnest. The earliest published research on Wikipedia was likely [41]; shortly
thereafter, numerous articles appeared in the following year2. Much of this early work focused on
editor motivation and hierarchy formation, trying to determine how high-quality writing could
reliably emerge from spontaneous editor communities [11]; this early work built a foundational
understanding of editor incentives and stratification that still informs much of today’s research
[15, 63]. The growth in traffic caused a shift to maintenance work and internal debate rather than
creation of new content [38]. This radical refocusing from content authoring to bureaucracy, led
to a “rational effort to organize" through policies and guidelines [5]. While our work focuses on
deletion debates, prior work has also studied deliberation and argument on in other administrative
venues, like Requests for Comment [29] and on talk pages [2].

1This term, used in the context of social media analysis, originates with Tufekci [61].
2Of these, the comparison of Wikipedia’s accuracy to Encyclopaedia Brittanica in [21] was most widely disseminated.
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Fig. 1. Top: Header of the No original research policy, which can be linked using aliases (OR, NOR, and
ORIGINAL). Bottom: one specific subsection of that policy, which can be linked directly (WP:OI).

After this expansion period, the site experienced a long, steady decline in the following decade.
The slowdown was noted almost immediately [59] and attributed to three factors: an increase
in overhead necessary for “maintenance" and administrative tasks for the larger community;
newcomers turning away due to exclusion and gatekeeping from existing editors; and structural
resistance to new edits through page protection and reverts. The pattern of slowing activity
continued for several more years as the site matured and newcomer participation became even
more difficult [23]. While early decisions were made “by fiat" from user leaders or site founders,
this was replaced over time by a decentralized network of committees, administrators, policies, and
decision-making forums [17]. Wikipedia’s norms for editor interaction are “highly conservative"
and long-lived in comparison to most other online communities [35]. Today, much authority on
the site remains grounded in a small network of policies shaped early in the site’s history [8],
written originally in response to a period of heavy growth and necessary crowd control. Some of
the earliest policies, like Notability (N), Verifiability (V), and No Original Research (NOR,
see Figure 1) originated many years ago but continue to dominate editorial discussion and drive
group decision-making, while newer rules remain comparatively obscure [27].

This effect is partially due to newcomer behavior, which has trended away from spending time
editing the site’s core content in favor of time spent in discussion on talk pages, administrative
disputes, and bureaucracy [35]. This activity has value — for instance, citing policies on article talk
pages does influence editing behavior [48] — but ingrained norms and expectations can have an
effect of preventing new or underserved users from meaningfully contributing to Wikipedia [36].
In particular, Wikipedia’s editor culture has a highly visible and discussed gender gap3. An early
study found that among the 3% of site editors who self-reported gender, only 9% of edits are made
by women [40]. Further studies showed this gender gap exists among high-skill internet users only;
in low-skill or unsophisticated web users, no gender gap was observed [26]. Later work found
that in social production communities, rigid policies and norms as well as complex user interfaces
reinforce a gender gap over time rather than reducing disparities [14]. While a stream of new users
is a necessary part of the site’s continued ability to thrive, basic site functionality like edit reverts
has had a significant, ongoing demoralizing effect on newcomers [24].
Over the last several years, Wikipedia has worked to bring newcomers into their community,

but predicting what will be effective is challenging in such a complex domain. But while some
approaches to improving retention have worked well [46], other attempts have backfired and
been shown to decrease productivity of new users [54]. Not all contributions are created equally;
recent work has begun to recognize the granular intentions of individual edits to more intelligently
3Note though that all cited studies on gender gaps in Wikipedia assume a biological and binary gender. This is a method-
ological exclusion of non-binary and transgender individuals common in HCI research; for more, see Keyes [37].
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categorize editor actions [68, 69], and this approach has been useful for understanding users. For
instance, emotional labor roles that are necessary to maintain basic community functioning have
lower associated prestige, and those roles are disproportionately filled by women editors [44]. Yet
work has shown that raw edit counts and basic forms of politeness are sufficient predictors of
administrator promotion [4], and users seeking promotion can “pad their stats" with relatively
minor edits and other easily measurable editorial actions [9]. Building on this research tradition,
our work aims to design and validate more granular methods for differentiating types of user
contribution and the part that editors play in decision-making processes.

2.1 Articles for Deletion
We analyze Wikipedia’s Articles for Deletion discussion domain. Editors at AfD nominate pages to
these discussions when they believe they should be removed from the wiki, and usually include a
nominating statement giving a rationale for deletion. After nomination, a discussion is held open
for at least seven days4. When a page is nominated to AfD, any user (including unregistered users,
provided they sign their post with an IP address) can place a vote, which must include a rationale
for why they believe an article should be kept or removed from the wiki. These votes are public,
signed, and timestamped. Users can also make non-voting comments, either in direct reply to
the nomination, or in reply to a vote or other comments, in the standard “reply tree" model of
online discussion forums [3]. AfD is highly active, with more than one third of all articles in the
English-language administrative namespace Wikipedia: related to deletion debates.
Discussions are aggregated by an administrator, who determines the discussion outcome. This

is not a popular vote; the final tally of a debate is not the deciding factor, though administrators
rarely deviate from majority votes. Administrators may also hold debates open for a longer period
of time, or close discussions with a verdict of No consensus. If no consensus is reached, nominated
articles are kept by default; deleting articles requires an unambiguous outcome.
As with the rest of Wikipedia, AfD is subject to a broad set of written and unwritten norms

for social behavior. Many of these norms have been encoded into hundreds of written and highly
visible policies, guidelines, or essays5. A long-running ideological divide in these debates exists on
a spectrum between “deletionist" and “inclusionist." The former stance prefers high standards for
material, culling less broadly relevant content and emulating the historical role of encyclopedias as
gatekeepers. The latter stance argues for a reshaped role of information sources online, including,
at its most extreme, any potentially valuable information that can be independently verified.
Figure 2 gives an example of these dynamics in practice, for the article “Missed Call." As part

of the opening nomination for deletion, the nominating editor cites the Wikipedia is not a
dictionary policy (abbreviated WP:NOT) and lack of sources:

“Seems to fail WP:NOT, is essentially social commentary and no references are given for
the major assertions presented."

User preferences - mostly for Delete and Keep, with a long tail of alternate options - are
highlighted in bold, with some users voting to remove the page, and some to keep. Going back to
our example, the nomination is followed up by votes with rationales:

“Delete. Just a junk article, not notable."
“Keep. I added enough links to merit inclusion. It is not just a social commentary, it is a
business, revenue and profit headache too. [. . . ] pls revisit the article to see the new links."

4Policies also allow “speedy" resolution, skipping this timeline for exceptions like libel or plagiarism of copyrighted material.
5These are terms of art, clearly denoted by page templates. Policies reflect a mandatory consensus, guidelines contain
generally accepted principles, and essays give advice without broad acceptance. For more detail, see Forte & Bruckman [16].
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Fig. 2. Excerpt from a single AfD discussion, with a nominating statement, five votes, and four comments
displayed. Keywords labeled in “‘bold”’ are explicit preferences from users, which are treated as votes.

Discussion consists of followup comments, as well as action: as shown in the example above,
users may take proactive measures to improve an article during an AfD nomination, in accordance
with the principles of an open, user-generated Wiki. In this example, after eight votes and thirteen
comments from ten total participants, an administrator closed the discussion with a Keep outcome.

.

2.2 Prior work on debate in Wikipedia AfD
Substantial work on AfD has already taken place. The first detailed study of deletion decisions took
place in Taraborelli and Ciampaglia [60]. This work found a herding effect among participants,
where later votes were highly influenced by the early tally of votes. It also found that user voting
patterns could be well-described with a clustering model that contained only two centroids, coarsely
corresponding to “inclusionist" and “deletionist" users. The findings suggested retained preferences
of individual users over time, and made recommendations for more sophisticated analyses to come.
Next, a comprehensive early study attempted to directly quantify the quality of AfD debates

[39]. They approached this problem by looking for articles that were deleted but later re-created, or
kept but later re-nominated for deletion. They found a number of factors that led to good decision
quality, like larger group size, groups that were diverse in experience level (but not groups heavy
on recruited users or newcomers), and decisions made by unbiased administrators.

Geiger and Ford [20] later analyzed debates and found a deep disconnect between the participants
in debates and the authors that produced content. In particular, they found that an overwhelming
majority of debates included no first-time participants at all, and that it was rare for article authors
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Table 1. Summary of key findings from prior AfD studies. Our released corpus of 423k debates 2005-2018
contains a superset of all data in these papers, except early debates from 2003-04 in [60].

Prior Work Corpus Key Findings
Taraborelli &
Ciampaglia [60]

223k debates 2003-10 Early voters cause “herding." Individual users
maintain Delete/Keep preferences across debates.

Lam et al. [39] 158k debates 2005-09 Larger groups with a diversity of tenure produces
better decisions. Recruiting creates biased groups
but does not hurt decision quality. Bias of individ-
ual administrators can lower quality.

Geiger & Ford
[20]

120k debates 2007-11 Small groups dominateAfD. Article creators rarely
participate. 96% of participation comes from repeat
editors and 74% of debates have no newcomers.

Joyce et al. [33] 588 debates pre-2012 Vote tallies and comment activity predict out-
comes. Admin influence on outcomes is not signif-
icant. Citing the WP:IAR policy helps Keep votes.

Schneider et al.
[55, 56]

72 debates, Jan. 2011 Novices and experts use different arguments. Both
can be ineffective: novices make ineffective use of
policy, while experts lean too much on boilerplate.

Xiao et al. [30,
64–67]

Subsets from 2010-2015
(229, 5k, 39k debates)

Notability dominates AfD rationales. Some topics,
like biographies, have more unanimous outcomes
than others. Keep votes have more positive senti-
ment. Expert editors frequently give imperative
commands to newcomers.

to participate in the discussion about their own article (under 20% of discussions). Later, Schneider et
al. performed a qualitative review of 72 debates [55], conducting a close read of specific debates and
gave additional observations on the divide between readers and editors, the obscure requirements
and norms placed upon newcomers, and ordering effects that prioritized early votes in debate
outcomes. Following this work, Joyce et al. [33] tested a series of hypotheses on how rules and
hierarchies interact with success in AfD. They replicated the prior finding that votes do predict
outcomes, but added nuance on the application of seniority and policy, making several observations
and doing a close study of two policy categories in particular, Notability and Ignore All Rules.
The former policy was found to be universally predictive of successful votes, while the latter was
correlated with success for Keep votes, but not Delete.
More recently beginning in 2014 with [65], Xiao et al. undertook a series of mixed-methods

studies of rationales inAfD votes. They again replicated the finding that vote counts did significantly
predict outcomes. Contradicting Joyce et al., they found that Notability topics were still the most
common topic of argument in the domain but found no significant correlation between outcomes
and the percentage of notability citations in discussions. They also surveyed topics for likely
outcomes, and found significant relationships: biographies and for-profit companies were more
likely to be deleted than other topics, while locations and events were more likely to be kept. Later
work by the same researchers has moved to discourse analysis in the AfD domain, such as the use
of sentiment analysis [67], imperatives [66], and tree-style data visualization [30], without making
outcome prediction a central research question.

We situate our investigation in this body of work, with key results summarized in Table 1; these
results will be referred to throughout our analysis and replicated when possible.
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Table 2. Overall breakdowns of labels across all data.

Delete Keep Merge Redirect Other
Votes (2005-2018) 54.9 28.4 3.6 3.8 9.3

Outcomes (2005-2018) 63.9 20.7 3.2 6.0 6.2
Prior Work [60] (2003-2010) 63.6 23.6 3.9 1.9 7.0

3 CORPUS DESCRIPTION AND BASELINE ANALYSIS
We created a large offline, preprocessed corpus of Articles for Deletion discussions. This snapshot
contains the full text of all AfD debates in the English-language Wikipedia from January 1, 2005 to
December 31, 2018. Prior to 2005, community norms, discussion formatting, and deletion process
were more erratic, making automated extraction difficult and limiting any findings even if the data
was successfully extracted6. In addition to the raw text, this corpus is structured with extracted
metadata, specifically timestamps, outcomes, nominations, votes, users, and policy citation. A
total of 402,440 discussions were extracted. For analysis, we then filtered out two categories of
discussions, mostly from earlier years when formatting norms were less standardized:

• Discussions without an outcome label from an administrator (20,669 instances, or 5.1%).
• Discussions that received no votes after nomination (12,179 instances, or 3.0%).

After these exclusions, our analysis covers 369,592 debates. Our corpus contains a more compre-
hensive set of debates than any prior work, both more recent and more thorough, nearly doubling
the raw size of the largest existing studies. Due to this, replication or failure to replicate results is
not an admonition of prior work, and may be a product of sample size and time period rather than
a contradictory finding.
Table 2 shows percentages for each label for vote and outcome distributions in the analyzed

subset. To analyze policy norms, we manually assembled a list of frequently cited links in AfD
discussions. Editors can link to overall policy pages or directly to subsections; additionally, many
pages and subpages can be linked using any of a number of shortcut aliases. The taxonomy we
built includes 37 policy pages with 377 sections, 44 guideline pages with 398 sections, and 71 essay
pages with 201 sections, all linked by a total of 2,111 shorthand aliases. For each contribution, we
extract all hyperlinks to any alias in our taxonomy. While this is a reasonable proxy for policy
citation, it is not comprehensive of all use of policy, for at least three reasons:

• Most citations are added intentionally by the editor who signs the contribution; however,
some are added after the fact (like links to the SIGNATURES policy, appended by bots to
unsigned posts, along with the username or IP address logged for the contribution).

• While this taxonomy includes all official policies and the vast majority of guideline and
essay citations in AfD, there is a long tail of rarely-cited essays and pages that are not
comprehensively included in our taxonomy and were not extracted.

• We do not capture citations to policies without MediaWiki links to those pages (merely
writing “NBIO" to refer to the notability policy on biographies, for instance, instead of writing
“[[WP:NBIO]]" to include a link). Editors generally follow formatting conventions and include
links when appropriate, but this is a source of missing data.

The preprocessed data for our analysis will be released in parallel with the publication of this
paper. This includes the full corpus, including the 8.1% of filtered nominations with no discussion

6For this same reason, the corpus study in Lam et al. [39] also chose the January 2005 starting point.
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Fig. 3. Distributions by year for votes (left) and outcomes (right) over Wikipedia’s history.

or missing outcomes; labels for all votes and outcomes, in three levels of granularity7; and the
manually constructed taxonomy of policies, guidelines, essays, and aliases. Appendix A includes a
sample of the format used for this data in JSON format. Additionally, we hope that the NLP and
machine learning methods presented here are generalizable for behavioral science research on
group decision-making, particularly in online settings. To facilitate this, all source code available is
released under an open source license8.

3.1 Vote and Outcome Distributions
Our corpus makes available the first comprehensive review of activity statistics in AfD since 2010
[60]. Figure 3 shows distributions of voting preferences over time, separating votes and outcomes.
Vote totals approximately match reported distributions from work early in Wikipedia’s history;
however, we find a much narrower spread between Delete and Keep votes compared to early work.
While that work showed a 40-point margin in favor of Delete (64% to 24%) [60], we only observe
a 26.5-point margin. Additionally, we measure distributions of final administrative outcomes, and
find that outcomes are more deletionist than votes, with Keep comprising over 28% of votes but
fewer than 21% of final outcomes. Part of this is driven by the increased length and controversy of
discussions that lead to Keep outcomes - more votes are cast per debate than in uncontroversial
Delete decisions. Additionally, the presence of long-tail rare labels is more common in outcomes
than in votes, such as outcomes with multiple actions (Merge and Delete, for instance), or
outcomes resulting in No Consensus (which defaults to a Keep outcome, functionally).

This gap is partially explained by the difference in time period observed in our dataset. Delete
votes were already becoming less common in the later years of that study’s window of observation,
a pattern that has since been maintained. The decline in site activity was linked to a continued
decrease in Delete votes, falling from a peak of 64.1% in 2006 to a low of 47.0% in 2013, then seeing
a modest resurgence but mostly stabilizing over the last decade at levels lower than the early peak.

Mirroring the overall drop in editor activity over time, voting activity in debates has declined over
time. After reaching a peak of 6.9 votes per discussion in 2006, activity declined, and discussions
have averaged 4.3 votes in the past ten years. Figure 4 gives volume counts for discussions over
7The released corpus can be normalized to a two-label model using only Keep and Delete, or to a five-vote model that also
maintains separate categories for Merge, Redirect, and Other. We also preserve raw text of votes and outcomes, which
includes a very long tail of free-form inputs. For all analyses in this work, we use the two-label model, but we release source
code for using the five-label variant.
8https://github.com/emayfield/AFD_Decision_Corpus
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Fig. 4. Counts of discussions per year (blue) and of votes, comments, and citations per discussion in each year.

Fig. 5. Log-log plot of user rank and contributions. The top 36,440 users, all with at least five contributions,
are displayed. Collectively, these 22.6% of all users account for 94.3% of all contributions.

time. In contrast to the decline in voting activity, we see a slow and steady growth of citation to
policy. In early years of the site, votes outnumbered citations to policy by a ratio of more than ten
to one. In the most recent year, vote and citation counts are near parity.

We also measure success rates for votes, defining a user’s vote as successful if its label matches
a keyword in the outcome decided by an administrator. Across all votes in AfD’s history, 67.9%
have been successful; this number rises to 75.6% when only considering votes for Keep or Delete
outcomes and excluding votes for rare outcomes. Overall, deletionism is more successful: Delete
votes are successful 82.0% of the time, while Keep votes have a 64.0% success rate.

The full set of contributors to our corpus is made up of over 161,266 editors in a log-normal
distribution9, visualized in Figure 5. Half of all contributions are made by 1,218 users, or just under
0.8% of editors present in our corpus. In contrast, 124,826 observed users (77.4%) contributed fewer

9By log-likelihood ratio, log-normal more closely fits contribution counts than other heavy-tailed distributions, p < 0.01.
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than 5 edits; cumulatively, they account for only 5.7% of the observed data. Most frequently, users
enter AfD to participate in a single debate, and never return. These results replicate the observation
from prior work [20, 55] that AfD is dominated by long-time members rather than newcomers; in
fact, as this trend has increased in recent years, the distributions we observe are more extreme than
what has been previously reported.

4 A FORECASTING MODEL FOR GROUP DECISION-MAKING
One natural task that we immediately investigated upon collecting this corpus was our ability
to predict outcomes using natural language processing and machine learning, with the text of
discussions as input10. That work detailed the technical aspects of prediction; the work presented
here, in contrast, uses the output of that model to give greater insight into the underlying discussions,
and test whether those findings align with prior work on AfD. But digging into the model in such
a way requires at least an overview of the machine learning that drives the analysis, and so we
review here our past experimental setup and model performance. We use the following notation:

• A single deletion discussion is labeled d . It has a series of contributions [c0, c1 . . . cN ].
• Each contribution ci has a corresponding username ui , vote label li (null for comments),
timestamp ti , and a rationale text, ri (which might be empty).

• The features of a single contribution ci can be extracted using arbitrary representations of
language, and represented as ϕi .

We use standard natural language processing features to represent the text of vote and comment
rationales ϕi . Traditionally, language has been represented as a “bag-of-words," the standard
representation of text data for decades, still in widespread use [34]. More recent representations of
text have used word embeddings, representing language not as a single feature but as dense vectors
pre-trained from large unsupervised corpora. An example of this style of model isGloVe [50], which
we evaluate. The newest embedding models are contextual: rather than encoding word semantics
as a fixed vector, words are represented based on their surrounding context at classification time.
The most effective contextual model to date, the BERTBASE model [10], produces 768-dimensional
embeddings for text sequences of up to 512 consecutive words, and enables state-of-the-art accuracy
on numerous classification tasks. BERT was already trained on Wikipedia texts (and other sources),
so we perform no fine-tuning11.

We encode overall discussion content at a given timestamp ti as ϕd (ti ), the average vector of each
rationale text in contributions that have appeared up to that point, normalized by the length of
each rationale’s text in raw tokens:

ϕd (ti ) =
∑i

j=0
ϕj

ln(len(r j ))

i

Representing entire discussions ϕd is then the case where all contributions are included, ϕd (tN ).
For our machine learning prediction, we train a logistic regression classifier implemented in Scikit-
Learn [49] with L2 regularization and the LIBLINEAR solver [13]. After this model has been trained,
for a new input discussion d , the classifier predicts a probability distribution over discussion
outcomes, P(l |ϕd ), where probabilities sum to 1. The trained model is a forecast, given the data
observable at a moment in time, of the likely outcome of a debate given the expressed preferences
of a group.

10That work has been previously published; citation removed for peer review.
11This may mean text from our corpus is included in BERTBASE training data, causing a minuscule exposure to test data
in our experimental setup; we do not investigate this question here.
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Representation Full Debate Incremental
% κ % κ

Majority Class Baseline 74.0 0.00 62.1 0.00
GloVe 81.7 0.49 69.1 0.31
Bag-of-Words 84.2 0.58 72.4 0.39
BERT 85.8 0.62 73.4 0.41
BERT + Vote Labels 93.5 0.83 79.7 0.55

Table 3. Forecasting accuracy for full discussions and incremental predictions from prior work [42]).

Fig. 6. Probability of a Delete outcome as voting margin varies. Administrators almost never overrule Delete
majorities with a margin of at least 2 votes, or Keep majorities with a margin of at least 4 votes.

4.1 Forecasting Accuracy
We estimate accuracy of this model using 10-fold cross-validation. All instances from a particular
discussion appear in only one fold; there is never crossover from the same debate between train
and test data. We evaluated accuracy of this model on a randomized subset of 5% of the corpus,
approximately 20,000 discussions. Table 3 reprints results that have been reported in our prior
work. The BERT model reaches the best levels of agreement, outperforming other representations
of text by at least 1.6% accuracy, in absolute terms. Short discussions are more predictable, with
the best-performing model reaching accuracy of 97.3% for short discussions of 5 or fewer total
contributions that resulted in a Delete outcome, compared to 85.3% accuracy for long discussions
of more than 10 contributions that resulted in a Keep outcome.
We can then append additional features to our representation ϕd . For each possible vote label,

we extract features including the raw count of votes for each label up to time ti , and percent of
votes at that point that have been cast for each option. This addition improves all models, with
the BERT model still performing best, with Cohen’s κ = 0.83. Models that use only vote tallies
are highly accurate; in fact, the forecast model that takes language into account does not differ
significantly in accuracy compared to a model using only gold labels. Only 7.6% of votes end in
ties (administrators choose Delete in 66.9% of these cases), and as shown in Figure 6, outside of
ties administrators follow the majority vote in 94.8% of discussions. Therefore the gold labels are
highly informative features. Nevertheless, the content in contribution text encodes information
that is vital for analysis, and so we include both text embeddings and vote label features in our
model moving forward.

We next test our ability to make incremental predictions at earlier moments during discussions.
We train our models identically in this set of experiments, using full discussions as training instances.
The resulting output model is identical in both cases; only evaluation differs. In our test set we
create a new instance for classification after each contribution to each discussion. Note that reported
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accuracy in this setup overweights more contentious debates - with more contributions, there
are more instances from that discussion to classify in each test set. This slight bias results in
over-representation of debates that ended in a Keep outcome, as those debates tend to have more
contributions, and therefore increases the difficulty of the problem (Keep is a minority label and
more challenging to predict). In this evaluation, all models see significant performance degradation,
with lower accuracy from forecasting early in the debate.GloVe and bag-of-words models are more
competitive, but BERT maintains the highest accuracy, with an overall accuracy of 79.7% across all
instances and κ = 0.55, when vote labels are included.

4.2 Measuring Forecast Shifts
For the remainder of this work, we use the model that is given access to all observable information
at training time, including both the gold labels and text of individual contributions. Using this
model, we measure shifts in probability output from our forecast model at each of these incre-
mental predictions. We measure the change in the posterior probability distribution of outcomes
immediately after each contribution is posted12:

∆(l , ci ) = P(l |ϕi ) − P(l |ϕi−1)
This approach follows practices from prior work on “disparate impact," [7] which measures

difference in expected outcomes given circumstances that differed by exactly one variable (in our
case, time). Increase in forecasted probability of one label shifts that label upward, and another
simultaneously downward, doubling the cumulative impact of changes; therefore, we sum the
change in probability of outcomes for all labels and introduce a normalizing factor of 1/2 to produce
a measure of forecast shift, ranging from [0,1] for each contribution.

Forecast Shift =
1
2

∑
l ∈L

|∆(l , ci )|

For corpus study, we measure forecast shift of contributions through 10-fold cross-validation.
For each fold, we build a model on the training set, then make incremental probability forecasts
using that model for each discussion in the test set. Iterated across each fold, we are able to measure
forecast shifts for our entire corpus, with no discussion received forecasts from a model where that
discussion was itself part of the training set.

4.3 Limitations
Our measure of forecast shift is a descriptive measure of how a predictive model alters its prediction
based on new evidence. However, we have only inspected what is predictive given limited informa-
tion, not what is rhetorically influential to the debates themselves. Thus while the features identified
as shifting forecasts are informative, we cannot claim they are causal. As a crucial example of where
this limits our analysis, we do not include article texts themselves in our work. Our predictive model
has found that debate-initial Keep votes are predictive of Keep outcomes. This has, at minimum,
two possible explanations. The first is that early Keep outcomes are persuasive or influential in
the debate itself and lead to articles being preserved. The second is that articles worth preserving
attract early Keep votes, and the rhetorical strategy of the voter is unimportant compared to the
voter as proxy measure of article quality. We discuss alternative approaches for future work that
could help discern causality in section 6.

12For nominations (i = 0), for each possible outcome l ∈ L, we instead subtract the overall prior probability distribution
P (l ) as measured from training data.
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Fig. 7. Success rates (left) and forecast shifts (right) for votes that were the N th contribution to a discussion,
for different values of N . We measure these values first for any vote with that label at that ordinal location in
the debate, then for discussions where the first vote for a particular label appeared at rank N .

This is a common limitation in studies of AfD. Similar limitations applied to the early analysis
in [60] that showed a “herding" effect, where later votes in a discussion tended to follow early
votes; this too may have been because votes are an accurate proxy of article quality rather than
a rhetorical impact of early voters on those who participate later. Notably, the studies that have
focused on rhetoric in debates have avoided tying these analyses to success rates. For instance, in
[67], researchers measured sentiment of votes and found more positive affect in Keep votes, but
did not correlate sentiment to outcomes; similarly, in [56], researchers investigated the rhetorical
argument strategies of editors in AfD but did not measure how those strategies affected success
rates or influenced future decisions.

5 ANALYSIS WITH THE FORECAST MODEL
Within each of the analyses to follow, we will begin each section with a reference to the key prior
work that informs a particular question. Along with measuring any particular user behavior, like
arriving early or posting frequently, we will also single out specific policies that are often cited in
exemplar cases of that behavior. This is a useful analytic lens; policies have consistently been a
focus area of AfD research, from the close study of the Ignore All Rules policy in [33] to the
study of notability subpolicies in [65]. The broad theme of our findings is that the relationship
between policy citation, success, and forecast shift is nuanced. Many successful policies do not tend
to appear in contributions that changed our model’s forecasted outcome, and many contributions
that changed our model’s predicted outcome — sometimes dramatically — do not end up on the
winning side of debates. We find that there is no overall correlation between the success rate of
votes in which a policy has appeared, and the mean forecast shift from those votes; in fact the
slope is very slightly negative (r = −0.04). Rather than describing the effect of policy citation as a
monolithic phenomenon, we must instead study specific policies and how they are cited in context.

5.1 Early Voters
We first evaluate whether early contributions are correlated with discussion outcomes, following
on observation of a “herding" effect in [60]. In that work, the authors found that later votes in
discussions were more likely to mirror early votes. Our results replicate this finding: early votes
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Fig. 8. Large forecast shifts arise from initial votes for Keep followed by response votes for Delete. Here, a
user successfully cites the Notability (geographic features) policy to keep an article.

are highly predictive of outcomes. Debate-initial Delete votes are successful 84.5% of the time
compared to a 63.9% baseline. The effect is even greater for early Keep votes, resulting in a Keep
outcome 62.2% of the time, compared to a 20.7% baseline.

Trends over the course of a discussion are visualized in Figure 7. We separate the values for all
votes that appear as the N th contribution to a discussion from contributions at that point that were
the first vote for a particular outcome. Success rates rapidly decline for both Delete and Keepwhen
they arrive late in a discussion. When measuring forecast shift of votes, we see similar declines for
votes overall, regardless of whether they are for Delete or Keep. Where we see differentiation is in
forecast shift associated with the first Keep and Delete vote in a discussion. Early Keep votes are
highly informative for the forecast model, and produce the greatest shift in forecast probabilities.
But for Delete votes, arriving slightly later to a discussion increases forecast shift, peaking at the
third contribution and only declining slowly when the first Delete vote appears later than that.

These results are intuitive. The default outcome when discussions do not reach consensus is Keep;
however, the momentum in AfD is toward deletion. For inclusionist voters, a key factor in highly
predictive votes is simply being early to arrive in a debate, either shifting the tenor of the discussion
that follows or signaling clear article quality or meeting criteria for inclusion. When voting Delete,
on the other hand, forecasts do not shift when they arrive early; a Delete outcome was already
likely. Instead, Delete voters shift forecasts when they arrive in the middle of conversations and
contradict earlier votes. The Delete voter shifts forecasts more significantly when acting as a
“devil’s advocate" and reducing certainty of a particular outcome; this is not possible in debates
where deletion is obvious, and those Delete votes result in low values of forecast shift.

An example of this pattern is shown in Figure 8, where one user defend a page for a sparsely
populated island in the Indian state of Kerala. We omit the (lengthy) discussion from this figure,
but to summarize: the first voter produces a large forecast shift, beginning the debate with an
initial Keep vote only two hours after nomination. When later users argue for Delete, the model
shifts back to predicting a Delete outcome, but with low certainty. The next non-voting comment
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Fig. 9. Highly successful votes that also shift our forecast model often come from the narrow use of established
policies for notability in specific subtopics.

from the initial Keep voter gives detailed responses and further citation to policies, which tilts the
forecast toward an eventual Keep outcome.

5.2 Notability Policies
A differentiating feature of the voter in the previous example is the citation of relevant and targeted
policy, Notability (geographic features). In prior work, this citation behavior was previously
noted as highly relevant for further study [65]; in particular, they noted that locations, biographies,
and corporate pages were deleted at substantially different rates compared to pages in general.
Our research extends that finding: Notability policies are among the most informative votes in our
forecast model, appear early in debates (particularly often in Keep votes), and are more successful
in general than other policies and more than votes in general.
Successful policy citations that also have high forecast shift are narrowly scoped. The most

successful inclusionist Notability policies are on topics like astronomical objects, geographic
landmarks, and local high schools. Enthusiasts wrote these policies to clearly define notability
for an area where the average editor may not know inclusion criteria, and cite these policies
effectively, first to shift the focus of discussions and then to win those debates. Some communities,
though, reverse this trend and maintain highly selective standards to prevent an influx of articles;
this phenomenon is most prevalent in sports, with highly successful citations in favor of Delete
for topics like regional football (soccer) leagues and martial arts. In either case, forecast shift
remains extremely high relative to all other policies, even as success rates differ dramatically. For a
prototypical example of highly successful citations, we highlight the actions in Figure 9. This user
is one of the top five most consistent users in our corpus, measured both by average success (over
90%) and average forecast shift of their posts. When they contribute to discussions, their votes are
early in discussions and include clear citations to relevant policy in otherwise short rationales. By
referencing criteria in a pre-existing policy (Notability (Badminton)), debate is closed quickly.
But as Notability policies become broader, their trends in both success rates and forecast

shifts revert to the broader mean of all votes that cite policies. The very broadly scoped policy on
proposed deletion of biographies of living people (WP:BLPPROD) is noteworthy: among all policies
we study, it has the greatest difference in success and forecast shift metrics depending on whether
it appears in Delete or Keep votes. When used in inclusionist arguments, the policy is usually
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Fig. 10. One-time voters are more successful than more active voters; however, the first contribution from
more active voters have greater forecast shift than the votes from one-time contributors.

cited early in the discussion and causes significant uncertainty in the model, shifting probable
outcomes from being weighted toward delete to a tossup. However, those Keep citations of the
biography policy are among the least successful votes in our corpus. By contrast, when cited as
part of Delete arguments, this broad policy does much less to shift forecast probabilities, but is
successful well above the baseline success rate for deletionist votes. Another way of seeing the
role of Notability policies in debate is to look at the Delete policy citations with high average
forecast shifts. While Keep votes have disproportionately high forecast shift values, the top two
Delete citations as measured by average forecast shift are Trivial Mentions and Existence ,
Notability. Both of these policies are used as responses to notability arguments from Keep voters.

5.3 Active Voters
Next, we measure whether votes from more frequent posters, who take the time to reply to other
users and participate actively in discussion, are more predictive of future outcomes. This effect
has been previously suggested in small-scale, mixed-methods analyses of dozens or hundreds of
discussions [33, 65]. In our larger-scale corpus, though, we find mixed support for these findings.
In our data, 45.0% of votes and comments in discussions come from editors that made more than
one contribution in that discussion. Of these, single-contribution voters are substantially more
likely to cast a successful vote, winning 84.8% of Delete votes and 66.7% of Keep votes. Users who
post more than twice to a discussion are successful in fewer than half of their votes, and success
rates continue to decline as users post more and more. This seems to contradict the topline finding
from past work. As mentioned previously, this result is not causal: we cannot discern whether
editors with weak arguments tend to add more comments to discussions, or whether their heavy
participation in debates is in fact part of what leads administrators to side against those users in
debates. But in either case, we do not find evidence that active users are more likely to win debates.
We find that relative to success rates as a measure, the forecast shift metric is actually a closer

match for the observations from prior work. As shown in Figure 10, while success rates go down as
users are more active in debates, the average forecast shift attributable to the first vote from those
users is much higher. Forecast shifts are greater for the first post by editors who will eventually
follow up with more activity; the first post by these highly active users (the lighter-shaded bars)
shifts forecasts by almost twice as much as the first post by one-time contributors (the dark leftmost
line). Additional contributions from those users, though, have diminishing returns.
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Fig. 11. Example of highly successful editor behavior with minimal forecast shift. For each of the later votes,
the probability of a Delete outcome is already well over 99%.

As an example of this dynamic, we highlight the debate activity in Figure 11, arguing about a
Canadian magician. In this debate, several users are successful in their vote, but do not meaningfully
contribute to the decision-making process; in our forecast model, only one vote shifts the predicted
outcome by more than 0.05, the very first by Jack Cox. By the time votes appear from later users,
the discussion is a foregone conclusion for Delete. The late citation of Vanispamcruftisement, a
lighthearted anti-spam policy, has no bearing on the clear consensus of the group. While single-
vote users are highly successful, they are not changing the outcome of debates; instead, those late
arrivals are getting credit for participation in a debate that has essentially concluded. Recognizing
such behavior has high value for downstream applications, like decision support systems for
administrator nominations. Other citations to policies about spam and hoaxes follow a similar
pattern: they are among the top policies in our dataset when ranked by success rate, but consistently
appear in votes with very little new information for our forecasting model.

5.4 Discussion Breakdowns
The previous finding that late arrivers have high success rates and yet do little to shift forecasts
from our model; we can replicate that finding not with users but with policy by singling out the
Snowball Clause policy, summarized as: “If an issue does not have a snowball’s chance in hell of
being accepted by a certain process, there’s no need to run it through the entire process." This policy is
cited once it is clear that consensus has been reached and that there is no need to hold discussion
open for the full seven days. Indeed, we find that votes citing this policy have the highest success
rate and lowest forecast shift of any policy in our taxonomy. Citing the Snowball policy in Keep
votes is similarly at the bottom of our list of policies sorted by forecast shift.

We can also examine other policies that appear very late in discussions. We sort policies by the
mean ordinal rank of the post in which they appear; in Table 4, we present the top-ranked policies
on each end of this measure13. These policies are procedural and often indicate a breakdown in
debate, with little information for our model to shift the likely outcome of debate. Instead, they
are indicators that the debate’s content-focused discussion has ended, an outcome is highly likely,
and debate decorum has now broken down entirely. This includes citations to policies like No

13For clarity: as shown in Table 4, WP:Civility citations appear in the 26th contribution to a discussion, on average.
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Table 4. Policies sorted by the ordinal rank of when they appear in discussion, and the mean forecast shift
of votes where that citation appears, split by vote label. Many early-appearing policies overlap with the
influential notability policies from Table 4.

Avg. Forecast Shift Avg. Forecast Shift
Earliest Citations Rank Keep Delete Latest Citations Rank Keep Delete

Living Person Biographies 2.7 0.31 0.12 Civility 25.9 0.11 0.06
“Garage Bands" 3.3 N/A 0.09 No Personal Attacks 24.8 0.10 0.06
Notability (Media) 3.3 0.25 0.06 Attack Pages 23.6 N/A 0.07
Notability (Astronomy) 3.4 0.29 0.12 Disruptive Editing 22.6 0.12 0.04
Notability (Martial Arts) 4.0 0.27 0.09 Gaming the System 21.1 0.09 0.06
Notability (Music) 4.1 0.21 0.08 Arguments to Avoid 20.4 0.13 0.08
No Hoaxes 4.6 0.16 0.05 Ignore All Rules 19.4 0.13 0.07

personal attacks, Gaming the System, and No legal threats. Voters that cite these policies
are on the losing side of debates, posting very late, and also are not changing the direction of
those debates in which they appear. These results also tie into previous work from [33]. Studying a
randomly selected set of 588 debates, those authors focused in on the Ignore All Rules policy,
and suggested it had a significant effect. That policy has been cited a total of 1, 361 times in our
corpus, usually very late in discussion, appearing on average in the 19th contribution. Among
the votes in which the policy was cited, Keep votes were successful 10.3% less often than in the
corpus overall, and appearing in successful Keep votes 53.7% of the time compared to a 64.0%
baseline, and Delete votes dropped in success rates by 12.2%. Less contentious but also prevalent
is procedural citation to editing guidelines, such as Editing Policy and Article Size. These
votes, typically used in debates about lists that have been separated out of main articles and into
separate standalone pages, tend to come very late in discussions.

6 DISCUSSION
A scatter plot showing the full distribution of policies analyzed for this study appears in Figure 12.
We separate policies by their appearance in Delete and Keep votes. Policies that we highlighted
earlier in our analysis are labeled. This is a busy figure and we take the time below to analyze its
component pieces in detail. Overall, we find that because Delete votes are more successful, so too
are citations that appear in those votes, but that observing any one of these votes does not tend
to produce a large shift in probable outcomes in our forecast model. As a result, policy citations
from Delete votes cluster in the top left of our scatter plot. Citations in Keep votes cause a much
greater shift in our forecast model, as seen by the nearly clean partitioning of blue and orange
clusters in our scatter plot. These policy citations are not necessarily successful, but do make the
final outcome far less certain for our forecast model.
This builds an intuition for what our forecast shift metric is measuring. In our analysis of

notability, we found that forecast shift for Delete voters in particular increased when citing
policies like Trivial Mentions in response to Keep voters. In our analysis of activity, we found
that forecast shift was associated with highly active users in debates even when those users were
not successful. In the context of prolonged discussions, forecast shift might best be used to measure
uncertainty or dissension, with more granularity than using post counts alone.
Our forecast model (and the metrics we derive from it) is a useful analytic tool for studying

discussions; as we showed here, the forecast shift measure aligns neatly with findings from past
work. Additionally, the measure does not require any explicit labeling of preferences or votes at
the granularity of turns or even individuals. This makes the metric well-suited to other discussion
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Fig. 12. Summary of success rates and forecast shifts for various policies. Scatter plot shows all policy pages
with at least 25 citations in either Keep or Delete votes. Dotted lines mark baseline success rates.

contexts outside of AfD where no votes may be explicitly recorded. In particular, group decision-
making research can benefit more broadly in analyzing conversations beyond theWikipedia domain.
We know that disparities in influence matter for group effectiveness. But getting at these patterns
quantitatively is complex - most social science research instead avoids the question of extracting
structure directly from text, instead relying on direct observable variables and survey data [31], or
simulation with explicit preferences encoded in modeled agents [6]. We hope that the application
of these methods will enhance any behavioral science research that studies groups and teams, and
we believe our work gives a pathway towards quantifying successful and influential contributions
in discussions more broadly in the future.

6.1 Next Steps for Analyzing Articles for Deletion
A significant limitation of our analysis in this work is that our forecast model is retrospective and
correlational rather than causal. There are several ways that our research could be extended to use
the same metrics but test specific hypotheses.
First, we are well-positioned now to measure discussion quality for the first time since early

work in [40]. In that study, researchers identified poor decisions as those that were reversed at
a later date: they flagged poor decisions either when an article was successfully re-nominated
for deletion a previously kept article, or when a page that had previously been deleted as part of
the AfD process was recreated. The magician from Figure 11, for instance, now has a recreated
Wikipedia page with additional content. With an objective measure of whether articles “deserved"
to be deleted, we can begin to eliminate the possibility of votes that were correlated merely with
high- or low-quality articles rather than influence or impact on discussions. Another experiment
would be to limit our analysis to close decisions with narrow margins, such as the 7.6% of votes
ending in ties, or 5.2% of cases where administrators overruled the majority vote of participants. By
limiting our scope to those discussions, we may be able to more narrowly test rhetorical strategies
alone, rather than conflate rhetoric with a group’s overall sense of article quality.

But it is not obvious which action is appropriate to take when administrator decisions disagree
with predictions from forecasts, opening a broader question of trust in machine learning systems.
Can this model be used to recognize when a poor decision is being made, or when participating
editors are missing key experience levels or subject matter expertise? Lam et al. [40] have already
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shown that diverse groups of decision-makers improves quality. Future implementations of forecast
models in practice for Wikipedia could recommend either a pause in decision-making when a
“surprising" outcome is being chosen by an administrator, or could even be extended to active
recruiting of new voices that are potentially under-represented in existing discussion. New users
might also be supported by direct recommendation of effective, narrowly scoped policies to consult
when making a contribution, as identified by their forecast shift and success rates. This type of
direct intervention will be a fruitful avenue for future work, though will need to be tempered by
the unsteady reception to bots in the Wikipedia editorial system in general [19].

By going beyond raw statistics and into more granular, informed measurements of productivity,
Wikipedia has an opportunity to greatly improve the measurement of quality, influential participa-
tion in their community. Moreover, the use of machine learning tools powered by natural language
processing has precedent in that community: tools already exist and are in widespread use for
numerous behind-the-scenes tasks like vandalism detection [53], bot detection [25], and article
quality assessment [22]. We show that certain policies, especially Notability subpolicies, can
be associated both with forecast shift and success and are used by effective inclusionist voters.
The next step for this research is to recognize and describe the role of policy citation and related
discourse behaviors in gatekeeping, enforcing or even intensifying advantages for long-term users.
Our methodological framework is easily extended to evaluations based on aspects of a user’s profile,
such as their self-identified race, gender, or interests. We have only scratched the surface of these
topics, and even then have only begun to analyze AfD.

For tool developers interested in extending those findings to interventions, we believe our work
is most promising as a catalyst for identifying the right set of voices for a discussion, pointing
users at relevant discussions early to improve decision quality. In this work we have given detail on
how early votes set the stage for later discussion in AfD, and how these shifts are larger when the
first vote is contrary to the most common outcome. Setting aside the question of causality in this
particular case, we know that priming effects are able to shape risk profiles, preferences, and topics
under scrutiny in decision-making tasks [12, 32]. In that context it makes sense that decisions are
driven by early participants, and that automated recommendation tools can be a plausible part of
an improved community in the future.

In the AfD context, with the advantage of full discussion logs and explicit votes and outcomes, it
also may be preferable to introduce other metrics that take more advantage of discussion structure,
like the hypergraph representation from Hua et al. [28]. Taking advantage of this deeper structure,
we can also use our forecast model for deeper temporal analysis of Wikipedia’s evolution over
time, including a test of which policies have risen and fallen in prominence, success rates, and
forecast shifts throughout the site’s rise and decline. This retrospective analysis is less focused on
intervention in live settings than tools would be, but may be just as important for the community
to understand itself and its own past.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Corpus Preprocessing
We evaluate an offline database of all Articles for Deletion discussions from the January 1, 2019
snapshot of Wikipedia, located at https://dumps.wikimedia.org. Compared to the broader
internet, Wikipedia is simpler to preprocess due to the rigid formality of the archival process, the
MediaWiki markup language, and enforced community standards. For most tasks, we are able to
extract names, timestamps, and labels with only regular expressions.

A.1.1 Extracting Timestamps. AfD discussion norms require that all contributions are signed using
a standard format, which includes the contributor’s username or IP address and a timestamp in
UTC format14. All lines following the outcome are checked for timestamps in Wikipedia standard
format15:

\d\d:\d\d, \w+ \d+, 20\d\d (UTC)

A.1.2 Extracting outcomes. AfD discussions are archived in a specific format with only minor
variation, and can be easily extracted for structured representation. We define a discussion as having
an outcome if its archival page includes a header line with one of three fixed phrases (ignoring
whitespace):

The result of the debate was [x]
The result was [x]

The result of this discussion was [x]

We save the captured string [x] as the debate outcome. When these lines are timestamped, we
also log the user and timestamp of the outcome.

A.1.3 Extracting nominations, votes, and comments. If a timestamped contribution appears at the
top of the discussion, prior to any votes, it is treated as a nomination. These statements have become
more common over time: while they occur in only 67% of nominations in 2005, they were rapidly
adopted and are present in 98% of nominations since 200816.
Following the nominating statement, any timestamped line is captured as either a vote or a

comment. We define votes as any timestamped line beginning with a bolded phrase, following
Wikipedia convention for contributions:

* ‘‘‘[y]’’’

Posts beginning with one or more leading asterisks creates a bulleted, threaded discussion.
Words or phrases surrounded with three apostrophes creates ′′′bolded′′′ text. The value of this
bolded text [y] is captured and stored. If no bolded phrase is present, but the line is still signed
and timestamped, that line is treated as a comment17. Lines with no timestamped signature are
discarded.
Several alternative solutions to deletion exist; each maintains the content of the page while

deleting the page itself. In the five-label case, Merge and Redirect, the two most common alternate
outcomes, are represented separately in line with prior work; in the two-label case they are merged

14These signatures are highly formulaic and easy to extract, because they can be automatically generated by MediaWiki’s
~~~~ shorthand. When users do not sign contributions, bots add them, along with a citation to the SIGNATURES policy.
15In regular expressions, \w matches any letter and \d can match any numeric character. A + suffix captures one or more
consecutive characters of that type.
16Under present policy, omitting a nominating statement is an acceptable reason for “speedy" dismissal and default “Keep"
outcome for an AfD nomination.
17Lines beginning with the bolded phrase “Comment" are also treated as comments. Lines beginning with “Note" are
automatically generated, typically for categorizing discussions by topic, and are discarded. Lines with “Relist" bolded are
administrative notes to keep the discussion open for longer than the typical seven days, and are also discarded.
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in with Delete. All other values are grouped together as Other in the five-label case18; in the
two-label case they are merged in with Keep. Votes and outcomes of “Close", “Withdraw", and
“Cancel" are treated as “Keep" outcomes as the page as well as its content is fully maintained.
Copyright violations are treated as a “Delete" outcome, as the content is deleted as a result of
the outcome. Any given vote or outcome is represented as a set that can contain zero or more
normalized labels. Therefore, the probability of a vote for a particular label is not drawn from a
distribution; probabilities of each label in L are disjoint.

A.1.4 Extracting users. For each nomination, outcome, vote, or comment, we log the user whose
signature immediately appears before the timestamp, either with a MediaWiki link to their User
page or their User Talk page:

[[User Talk:[z]
[[User:[z]

We extract [z] as a username and associate it with the nomination, outcome, vote, or comment
where it was captured. When user signatures link to both User and User Talk pages and those
usernames differ, the Talk page’s username is prioritized.

A.2 Corpus Format
We store all information about our corpus in JSON format.

Discussions are stored as a unique ID beginning with digit 1 and a title.
{

"ID": 100300050,
"Title": "Raymond Daniels"

}

Users are given a unique ID beginning with digit 2 and only their username is stored. Future
work will include other demographic and metadata including time of registration and self-disclosed
details from profile pages.
{

"ID": 200002885,
"Name": "Casliber"

}

Discussion outcomes are stored with a unique ID beginning with 3, a link to the parent discussion,
the normalized set of outcomes from a small standardized set of options, the raw text as extracted
from between the “‘bold”’ quote marks, the unique ID of the user that posted the outcome, the
Unix timestamp of the post, and the full text of the original outcome post. In general, signatures
are stripped, though this is not perfect when users customize their signature formatting.
{

"ID": 300272648,
"Parent": 100300050,
"Label": "keep",
"Raw": "keep",
"User": 200002885,
"Timestamp": 1214101500,
"Rationale": "The result was '''KEEP''' per [[WP:SNOW]], and meets guidelines.

Cheers, "
}

18“Userfy", “Transwiki", “Move", and “Incubate"
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Votes match this formatting almost exactly, with unique IDs starting with 4 and links to the
source discussion. An unused Parent field will link votes and comments hierarchically in a tree
structure in future work. Non-voting comments follow the same structure, but have IDs beginning
with 5 and do not contain the Label and Raw fields. Discussion-initial nominations also follow
this structure, with IDs beginning with 6 and missing the same fields - their preferred outcome is
presumed to be “Delete" as they are the nominating user.
{

"Parent": -1,
"Discussion": 100300050,
"Timestamp": 1214094060,
"User": 200009309,
"Label": "keep",
"Raw": "keep",
"Rationale": "*'''Keep''' he is [[WP:V|verifiable]] and [[WP:N|notable]], as

proven by the [[WP:RS|reliable sources]] cited in the article. ",
"ID": 401391857

}

Each contribution has a corresponding entry in a dictionary labeled Citations. In these entries,
each citation from user rationales is normalized from links and acronyms to the canonical name of
the policy, guideline, or essay that is being cited.
{

"ID": 401391857,
"Citations": [

"verifiability",
"notability",
"identifying reliable sources"

]
}
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